OH, SHIT, PARENTS ARE HERE!
Don’t look at the cunnilingus forecast.

MOM HOOKS UP WITH DAUGHTER’S RA
Reports indicate that yes, there was tongue
By Ms. Ng ’16

FREUDIAN NIGHTMARE DEPT.
(THE COUNSELING CENTER) Last week, Elaine Erikson ’16 made the shocking discovery that her mother, Diane Erikson ’82, has become sexually involved with Ben Becker ’14, Elaine’s Residential Advisor.

“I kinda had a crush on Ben for a while, and we actually made out once, so I was a little jealous to find out that I’m eskimo sisters with my mom,” the younger Erikson said. “But at least we have something in common for once. Plus, I love that the whole situation does have sort of a Gilmore Girls whimsy to it.”

After a few weeks of running into her mother in the showers and enduring some pretty disturbing sex dreams, Erikson more or less emotionally came to terms with Ben and Diane’s relationship. However, that was when her RA’s behavior toward her became a problem of its own.

RESLIFE TO BEGIN SUGGESTING “DESIRED HOOKUPS” ALONG WITH FRESHMAN ROOMMATES
Alumni Relations shit themselves in excitement
By Mr. Spinney ’16

LOVE IS A LIE DEPT.
(ELIHU ROOT HOUSE) This week, Residential Life sent out a widely unread all-campus email that detailed their new agenda. Beginning next fall, in addition to their housing assignments, freshmen will be told with whom they should and should not have intimate relations. The email, which was sent out at 3:30 Wednesday morning, had the subject line “ResLife Wants YOU to Bow Down to The New Campus Social Order.”

According to the email, which disappeared from every campus inbox after a “planned Blackboard update,” ResLife has decided to dedicate a great deal of resources to create so-called “power couples” on campus to bolster the “lack of homogeneity” at Hamilton. Travis Hill, Assistant Dean of Students for Residential Life, wrote, “Trust and obedience are expected in these times of transition, and resistance will be quashed without forgiveness or mercy.”

Hill followed up the email with an impromptu rally on Martin’s Way, where he said, “We at ResLife believe the campus is too lost when it comes to romantic intent. There are too many young men and women whose intimate moments together do not reflect the school’s ultimate goals of exclusivity and success. With this new policy, we hope relationships will reflect the pride we have in our community as well as provide future hasty demands to bankroll the new Joan Hinde Stewart Commemorative Obelisk.”

ResLife has already begun structuring the intended social classism by posting names of intended admitted students, despite the lack of completed applications, on an obscure educational how-to blog entitled “Puppet Regimes and Private Education.” At the top of the college relationship pyramid, as it stands, is the union of Meredith Hood, sole heiress to the Hood Dairy fortune, and Edward Adam Smith III, the youngest venture capitalist in the world, who made his first million at the age of seven.

This reporter reached out to both Ms. Hood and Mr. Smith, inquiring as to their thoughts on public sex, but only received curt emails from their respective personal servants that threatened something called libel. Still, the campus remains in agreement that ResLife’s plan will probably work better than speed dating.

In this issue: Halloween shame

**11:42**
Protection
High probability you won’t need those goggles.

**11:49**
Precision
98% chance that’s actually the urethra.

**11:53**
Pussy Riot
“I’m sex positive this is the first time you’ve done this.”

JONAS BROTHERS ANNOUNCE BREAKUP
Come See Sabrina’s Grandpa!

He’s old, Jewish, AND conservative! What more do you want, a Diversity Center?

See “Yours soon to come,” pg. 11/22.
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS takes on Campus Crawl: a shotgun and a few beers in the shower with some lax bros.

9:07 - The family arrives at the first stop, Carnegie. Dad relive their college days of drunken debauchery. Barry also shoots of Bacardi into her soda, Sarah makes the mistake of

7:44 - Mom and Dad wilfully accept the offer, longing to relive their college days of drunken debauchery. Barry also accepts, hoping to make it to second base with a college girl.

9:07 - The family arrives at the first stop, Carnegie. Dad relive their college days of drunken debauchery. Barry also shoots of Bacardi into her soda, Sarah makes the mistake of

8:00 - Sarah picks up a few locals and asks them to join in drinking. Mom and Dad accept and head out to join the fun.

9:15 - The family arrives at the second stop, the library. Sarah and Barry make a second round of shots while Dad and Mom are too busy with their own activities to notice. The three continue drinking and socializing with other students.

10:00 - The family arrives at the third stop, the gym. Sarah, Barry, and their friends start a game of beer pong, winning easily against the other students. Mom and Dad are happy to see their kids having fun.

11:00 - The family arrives at the fourth stop, the student center. Sarah and Barry make a final round of shots before heading back to their dorms.

11:30 - The family arrives back at their dorms. Sarah and Barry are tired but happy. Mom and Dad are also happy to see their kids having fun and are proud of them for being responsible.

FRIDAY FIVE: WORST PLACES TO HAVE HALLOWEEN PARTIES By Mr. Renero-Soule '17

5. The Graveyard: You probably think, “It’s Halloween, the graveyard is soo perfect for a party!” What are you, a freshman? Nobody wants ghosts to down all the vodka, and then refuse to pitch in just because they’re incorporated (they’d probably pay in Dutch tulips anyway).

4. The Pool: Combine Halloween and the Beach Party and what do you get? Everything going wrong. It has been well established by several veridical sources that the resident pool Leviathan has the brain of a teenager. You would be forced to only sing sea-shanties, and anyone showing up without scurvy or an actual peg-leg would be swallowed whole, fake beard included.

3. Science Center: What if you get bitten by an alligator and become Crocman, unable to wear anything but Lacoste? It’s Halloween; nobody wants to take fashion advice from an unwieldy man-beast who will bite your arm off if you don’t buy his swag. We already have Whale Reps to deal with.

2. The Root Glen: Have you ever seen Lord of the Rings? You cannot trust the success of your party to wild and ferocious trees. Plus, the Children of the Forest (a.k.a. the Co-op) will shirl their harpy-songs until you have left no trace behind. Ever tried to pick up 137 empty cans of PBR while drunk? You’ll be forever trapped in a vortex of ecological responsibility, although mastery of Bob Dylan’s songs is guaranteed if you survive the experience.

1. Joanie’s House: Yes, it would be awesome to party with Joanie, no denying that, but the skeletons of Hamilton’s previous presidents are said to stalk the house during Halloween. An in-depth discussion of sustainable growth with beings that lack tongues is not the way to party. They’d also criticise your costume’s authenticity, claiming “I killed a pirate once, you don’t fool me.”

HEALTH CENTER CASE REPORT: “Hogwarts @ Hamilton”

Case Description: Junior male, aged 21, presented himself to the Rudd Health Center, Hamilton College, complaining, in a mediocre Cornish accent, of inability to cease acting as the fictional character known as Voldemort. His facial features, which sounded delicious. Also present: a thin, plastic utensil, described by patient as a wand.

Investigation into the patient’s history showed recent participation in campus’ Hogwarts @ Hamilton event. The event apparently entailed roughly forty in-character performances in just two days, suggesting possible participation in campus’ Hogwarts @ Hamilton event.

By Mr. Simons ‘16

Barry drinks one beer and projectile vomits. 9:39 - Gang moves on to South. Mom starts charting with Sarah’s sorority sisters. Gets a bid.

9:41 - Mom drunkenly sob in corner about never being accepted by the cool girls in school.


11:02 - Family takes victory tequila shots together. Hug each other and scream about how much they love one another.

11:15 - Dud does victory dance on Milbank suite table to Ace Hood’s “Bugatti.” Side note: Dud is an investment banker who actually does own a new Bugatti.

11:30 - Mom and Dad sneak off to hook up in a KJ class-room. Sarah and her boyfriend walk in. Awkward.

11:37 - Barry asks senior girl to devirginize him outside of Milbank.

11:38 - Senior girl slaps Barry. Barry cries.

11:56 - Sarah and Mom have mother-daughter bonding time while skinny-dipping in the KJ water feature.

12:01 - Campus attempts to give Mom points for nudity. Mom responds, “I only have to listen to the big girl police now.”

12:15 - Big girl police show up. Mom is arrested. Barry is currently drowning sorrows in maple syrup at the Diner.

The next morning: Hungover family reunites in Com- ments for breakfast. Agree never to speak of the previous night.
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